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A B S T R A C T

Flash droughts can lead to significant agricultural and ecosystem impacts via rapid land surface desiccation. While gridded weather and climate
datasets, land surface models, or widely spaced in situ observations are typically used to quantify flash drought development, coarse spatial data
limits the ability to determine fine-scale spatial evolution of flash drought at landscape and ecosystem scales. In this study, a novel approach is
introduced to objectively identify flash drought using the land surface water index (LSWI) derived from satellite observations. LSWI is a waterrelated vegetation index that represents the total water content in vegetation by using the near-infrared and shortwave infrared bands. LSWI
was derived from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra surface reflectance (MOD09A1) with a 500 m spatial res
olution and an 8-day temporal resolution. When applied to two well-established case studies, LSWI anomalies were able to capture the temporal and
spatial evolution of flash drought over Oklahoma during the years of 2011 and 2012. In addition, rapid changes of LSWI during flash drought were
comparable across space and time to the reanalysis-based Standardized Evaporative Stress Ratio (SESR), while negative anomalies of LSWI following
flash drought corresponded with drought impacts via the United States Drought Monitor. It was found that LSWI was able to identify flash drought
with a finer spatial resolution (500 m) and revealed spatial propagation of flash drought events that would not otherwise be seen with coarser
meteorological data (e.g., ~32 km at the lowest latitude for the North American Regional Reanalysis data). Furthermore, LSWI greatly enhanced the
ability to detect rapid changes in surface conditions driven by flash drought and was able to provide early warning for drought development when
compared with the USDM across Oklahoma. As such, the temporal and spatial evolution of flash drought depicted by LSWI and the presented
methodology improves our ability to identify flash drought at high spatial resolution using satellite remote sensing and detect rapid changes in
surface conditions. In light of these results, the novel LSWI approach demonstrates that satellite remote sensing applications using an objective
technique are advantageous for flash drought detection in near real-time and at fine spatial scales.

1. Introduction
Drought is a complex phenomenon that develops from a diverse set of drivers and contributes to a wide range of socioeconomic
impacts (Basara et al., 2013). Fundamentally, drought develops during a given period of below-average rainfall and are often char
acterized by slow development on seasonal timescales (Wilhite et al., 2007). However, if precipitation deficits are accompanied by
above average evaporative demand (higher temperatures, increased vapor pressure deficit, and surface insolation), rapid drought
intensification (i.e., flash drought) can occur (Otkin et al. 2013, 2018; Lisonbee et al., 2021). Flash drought events accelerate negative
outcomes experienced at the land surface via rapid depletion of available soil water and excessive moisture stress on vegetation.
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Further, flash drought development can ultimately result in significant agricultural losses (Jin et al., 2019), increased frequency in
wildfires (Hoell and Coauthors, 2020), and promote the development of heatwaves via land-atmosphere interactions (Christian et al.,
2020).
Flash drought can occur over a wide range of ecosystems and climate types, except in areas that are too arid to produce a significant
change in soil moisture when a lack of precipitation occurs (Koster et al., 2019). Specifically over the United States, flash droughts
occur most often over the central United States and have preferential occurrence over land cover types associated with grasslands and
agricultural production (Christian et al. 2019a, 2021). Furthermore, flash droughts are most likely to occur during the middle of the
growing season across the central United States when evaporative demand is at its peak (Chen et al., 2019; Christian et al., 2019b,
Otkin and Coauthors, 2021). The onset of flash drought can spatially propagate across a large region throughout the growing season (e.
g., the central United States flash drought in 2012; Basara et al., 2019), but also can occur concurrently over a region when the
large-scale atmospheric conditions conducive for flash drought development persist (e.g., the flash drought over southwestern Russia
in 2010; Christian et al., 2020).
Within the scientific literature, flash droughts have primarily been evaluated by one of three groups of variables: soil moisture,
evaporative demand, and evaporative stress (Lisonbee et al., 2021). Soil moisture is a commonly used variable for flash drought
detection as rapid decreases in soil moisture can depict flash drought development, and limited soil water content represents critical
impacts from drought conditions (Ford and Labosier, 2017; Yuan et al., 2019; Osman et al., 2021). Evaporative demand has also been
used for examining flash drought (Hobbins et al., 2016; McEvoy et al., 2016, Pendergrass and Coauthors, 2020) given that increasing
evaporative demand will concurrently increase evapotranspiration leading to a rapid depletion of soil moisture. The last metric often
used in flash drought analysis is stress-based and is derived using the ratio between actual evapotranspiration and potential evapo
transpiration to represent the overall moisture stress on the environment (Basara et al., 2019; Otkin et al. 2013, 2014; Nguyen et al.,
2019). Rapid increases in evaporative stress can detect flash drought development, while large values of evaporative stress (low actual
evapotranspiration and high potential evapotranspiration) indicate desiccation of the land surface and vegetative impacts. Two
versions of evaporative stress have been used for flash drought: the satellite-based evaporative stress index (ESI; Anderson et al.,
2007a; Anderson et al., 2007b) and the standardized evaporative stress ratio (SESR; Christian et al., 2019a).
In addition to studies that have utilized the satellite-based ESI to explore rapid drought intensification (Otkin et al., 2013), other
satellite observations have also be used to investigate flash drought development. For example, satellite-based evapotranspiration and
solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence have been used to assess the impact of the 2017 flash drought across the United States Northern
plains (He et al., 2019), while leaf area index and gross primary productivity have quantified terrestrial carbon dynamics over China
(Zhang et al., 2020). While satellite observations have been used to explore land surface characteristics during flash drought, a
knowledge gap remains to leverage satellite data for objective flash drought identification.
Satellite remote sensing can provide additional insight into the impacts of flash drought development through targeted observa
tions focused on vegetation indices (VIs). As vegetation states reflect responses to atmospheric and soil water stress (Lowman and
Barros 2018), VIs can be interpreted as aggregates of both types of drying conditions. Further, VIs have the potential to identify
simultaneously the rapid intensification towards drought and deteriorating land surface conditions in the same metric at higher spatial
resolutions (e.g., 250 m, 500 m, 1 km) than other non-VI metrics currently used for flash drought identification (e.g., 5–50 km; Basara
et al., 2019; Koster et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2018). As such, vegetation-based flash drought detection may reveal the evolution of flash
drought at finer spatial scales than the broader flash drought development identified via land surface models and gridded datasets with
coarser spatial resolutions.
Several different VIs derived from remote sensing data exist for monitoring vegetation health. Two of the most commonly used VIs
include the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI). The NDVI and EVI detect the
apparent greenness of the land surface and provide an assessment of where the vegetation canopy is in its growing season (Xue and Su
2017). However, water-related VIs also exist and are able to represent the total water content in vegetation by using the near-infrared
(NIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands. The SWIR spectral band provides a measurement of moisture and is negatively related to
leaf water content (Tucker 1980), while the NIR spectral band acts as a moisture reference (Bajgain et al., 2017). While VIs that use a
combination of the NIR and SWIR bands have been referenced with different names, the commonly used naming convention for this
combination of bands is the Land Surface Water Index (LSWI; Xiao et al., 2002; Xiao et al., 2004; Chandrasekar et al., 2010). LSWI has
been used to identify drought conditions and has a higher sensitivity to developing drought compared to the NDVI and EVI (Bajgain
et al. 2015, 2017; Chandrasekara et al., 2011, Wagle and Coauthors, 2014, Zhou and Coauthors, 2017). Additionally, LSWI has been
used to assess the effect of water-stress on photosynthesis in the Vegetation Photosynthesis Model (Xiao et al., 2004; Dong and Co
authors, 2015; Zhang et al., 2017).
Because the LSWI has been shown to have a high sensitivity to the severity of drought, we hypothesize that this VI may be used to
identify regions undergoing rapid drought development. Thus, the purpose of this study is to determine the utility of satellite remote
sensing specifically for flash drought identification via an objective methodology. Case study analysis of known flash drought events
across Oklahoma are used to 1) investigate the spatial and temporal evolution of flash drought depicted by the LSWI, 2) compare flash
drought identification derived by LSWI with flash drought derived from an evaporative stress metric (SESR), and 3) examine the
spatiotemporal relationship of developing drought conditions represented by the LSWI and the United States Drought Monitor
(USDM). Ultimately, this study investigates the suitability of objectively identified flash drought via LSWI, as well as the advantages
and limitations of using satellite observations for flash drought depiction.
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2. Data and methods
2.1. Study domain
To examine the utility of satellite remote sensing for flash drought detection, Oklahoma was selected as the region of focus for this
study as large areas within Oklahoma have experienced rapid drought intensification during notable flash drought years. These include
the well-known flash drought events across the central United States in 2012 (Basara et al., 2019; DeAngelis et al., 2020; Jin et al.,
2019, Otkin and Coauthors, 2016) and flash drought development across Oklahoma in 2011 (Ford et al., 2015; Otkin et al., 2013).
Further, Oklahoma contains many different land cover types, including grasslands (59.9% of land area), savannas (15.1%) croplands
(14.7%), and forests (3.3%; Fig. 1). This diversity of land cover types also presents an opportunity to explore the utility of flash drought
detection using VIs across different ecosystems. Lastly, it is important to note that flash drought identification was focused on the
approximate growing season across Oklahoma between March and September.
2.2. Reanalysis data and the USDM
Satellite-derived flash drought identification was compared to reanalysis-based flash drought identification to examine the tem
poral and spatial relationships between vegetation desiccation and rapid drought intensification depicted by evaporative stress. The
meteorological perspective of flash drought development was analyzed using SESR (Christian et al., 2019a); SESR is calculated by
standardizing the ratio between evapotranspiration (ET) and potential evapotranspiration (PET) at pentad intervals and has previously
identified flash drought development across the Southern Great Plains during 2011 and 2012 (Basara et al., 2019; Christian et al.,
2019a), climatological flash drought across the United States (Christian et al., 2019b; Osman et al., 2021), and land surface impacts
due to flash drought (vegetation health and land surface desiccation; Christian et al., 2020). Negative values of SESR indicate greater
evaporative stress on the environment, while positive values of SESR indicate reduced evaporative stress. Consistent with previous
studies focused on the study domain that identified flash drought development across the Southern Great Plains during 2011 and 2012
(Basara et al., 2019; Christian et al., 2019a), the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR; Mesinger and Coauthors, 2006) dataset
was used to provide ET and PET between 1979 and 2020. While the NARR has been used in previous flash drought studies and has been
shown to identify flash drought across the Southern Great Plains, it is important to note that different reanalysis datasets may produce
different locations and timing of flash drought development depending on the land surface model used. SESR computed from NARR
data provides a reference point for evaporative stress derived flash drought and it’s comparison to VI-based flash drought. However,
the overarching purpose of this study is to develop an objective flash drought methodology utilizing satellite observations.
Drought conditions from the USDM were also used to examine the timing and severity of drought development depicted by the
LSWI. The USDM uses a “convergence of evidence” approach to objectively identify drought using several climatological inputs, as well
as the incorporation of local expert reports of land surface conditions (Svoboda and Coauthors, 2002). Further, the USDM is often used
for comparison in flash drought verification studies (Anderson et al., 2013; Christian et al., 2019a; Ford et al., 2015; Otkin et al., 2013).
For areal averages in this study, drought categories (D0-D4) are converted to integer equivalents (0–4), while non drought conditions
are represented by − 1.
2.3. Satellite observations
To quantify flash drought development using a satellite-based approach, the Land Surface Water Index (LSWI) was calculated for
the period spanning 2001–2020. LSWI has been shown to have a greater sensitivity to drought development in the study domain
compared to other commonly used VIs such as the NDVI and EVI (Bajgain et al., 2015). LSWI is given as:

Fig. 1. Land cover type from MODIS version 6 (MCD12Q1) for 2012 in Oklahoma using the International Geosphere Biosphere Programme classification. The black
rectangles outline the grid cells used for analysis in Fig. 6, and the gray rectangles outline the grid cells used for analysis in Fig. 7.
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LSWI =

ρ858 − ρ1640
ρ858 + ρ1640

where ρ858 and ρ1640 is the percentage of reflected radiation in the NIR band at 858 nm and the SWIR band at 1640 nm, respectively.
LSWI was derived from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Terra surface reflectance (MOD09A1) and has a
500 m spatial resolution with an 8-day temporal resolution. For time series analysis, LSWI was standardized for each 8-day period
using the climatological data from 2001 to 2020. Negative values of standardized LSWI indicate below-average water content in
vegetation, while positive values indicate above-average water content in vegetation.
2.4. Processing climatological LSWI
Key to flash drought identification is the ability to quantify percentiles or normalized values from a climatology of data (e.g., 20
years of data). As such, a continuous dataset with minimal interruption in data availability is required. Such data consistency is
particularly challenging with satellite observations given pixels can be contaminated due to cloud coverage or frozen precipitation
covering the land surface. In order to prepare a high-quality dataset of LSWI for the analysis, we followed the method proposed by
Chen et al. (2004) which consists of masking contaminated and poor quality pixels, applying a linear interpolation in time to fill
missing values, and apply a Savitzky-Golay filter to smooth noise associated with cloud contamination and atmospheric variability.
To prepare a climatological dataset of LSWI, pixels were masked for clouds, snow/ice coverage, and locations over water. In
addition, pixels were masked where band 2 (NIR) and band 6 (SWIR) did not pass quality control according to band quality data
provided in MOD09A1. Data availability of LSWI across Oklahoma and the surrounding Southern Great Plains following the masking
procedure for pixels is shown in Fig. 2a. Within the domain and at this preliminary step in data preparation, only 5.9% of pixels yielded
data availability exceeding 99% between 2001 and 2020 during the growing season (March through September). Further, a majority of
the pixels had available data between 94% and 99%, which corresponds to approximately 1–2 missing 8-day periods per year in the
growing season. Given only 28 total 8-day periods of satellite data exist per growing season (March through September), even a few
missing temporal periods can severely limit identification of flash drought events. As such, it was critically important to increase the
percentage (e.g., close to 100%) of useable climatological data for a comprehensive analysis of flash drought.
To account for masked satellite data, LSWI was linearly interpolated on a pixel-by-pixel basis. For example, if a pixel located at
36◦ N and 98◦ W was masked for July 12, 2001, LSWI at that pixel location for July 4, 2001 and July 20, 2001 was averaged to produce
an LSWI value for 12 July. A visual example of this process across the entire domain is shown in Fig. 3 for May 25, 2005. After the cloud
mask was applied, a large portion of eastern Oklahoma yielded unavailable data for the study (Fig. 3b). However, after the linearly
interpolated data computed from May 17, 2005 (Figure 3a) and June 2, 2005 (Fig. 3c) was added, nearly all of the masked data in
Fig. 3b was filled in (Fig. 3d). Linear interpolation was also used to fill masked data at pixels with two or more consecutive time steps of
masked data. A limitation of interpolating two or consecutive time steps is that rapid declines that may have been otherwise present in
quality controlled LSWI data will be smoothed out over several time periods. This may limit identification of flash drought for situ
ations where several consecutive data periods are masked. However, across the domain and in the growing season, pixels had two or
more consecutive masked time steps occur twice on average during the 20 years of data, with a median of one occurrence per pixel. As

Fig. 2. Data availability of LSWI during the growing season (March through September) from 2001 to 2020 a) prior to linear interpolation and b) after linear
interpolation.
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Fig. 3. Example of linear interpolation to gap-fill masked LSWI data. May 25, 2005 contains masked LSWI data (b), and LSWI data from May 17, 2005 (a) and June 2,
2005 (c) are used to fill in masked data for May 25, 2005 (d).

such, the occurrence of two or more consecutive masked pixels was very rare (less than 0.2% of the time) and would have minimal
impact on flash drought detection via LSWI. In addition, the Savitzky-Golay filtering procedure discussed in the following section
assists in retaining rapid changes in LSWI data that may have been smoothed out during the process of linear interpolation with two or
more consecutive masked time steps. Once the interpolation process was applied for all time steps and pixels between 2001 and 2020,
data availability increased to 100% across Oklahoma and the surrounding Southern Great Plains (Fig. 2b).
While MODIS surface reflectance and interpolation can provide a continuous dataset of LSWI both spatially and temporally, ar
tifacts in the retrieval process from MODIS can create noise in the time-series of LSWI. These disturbances in data retrieval are a result
of aerosols, water vapor, cloud contamination, and bi-directional effects (Cihlar et al., 1997). To account for these effects on LSWI, the
method presented in Chen et al. (2004) is used to smooth the data and impute missing values in a way that preserves the seasonality of
spectral retrievals. The Chen et al. (2004) method uses the Savitzky-Golay filter (Savitzky and Golay, 1964) to remove noise while
preserving higher moments in the data. Filtering methods, such as the Savitzky-Golay filter, are crucial when smoothing LSWI for flash
drought analysis, as large sub-seasonal declines in LSWI during flash drought events are preserved during the filtering process.
Following the outline in Chen et al. (2004), LSWI was filtered in a three-step process at each pixel in the dataset:
1. Use the Savitzky-Golay filter on the original LSWI time-series (LSWI0) to produce a new time-series (LSWISG1).
2. Generate a new time-series (LSWI1) by replacing values in LSWI0 with LSWISG1 where LSWI0 is less than LSWISG1.
3. Use the Savitzky-Golay filter on LSWI1 to produce the final time-series of LSWI.
For the use of the Savitzky-Golay filter in steps 1 and 3, d = 4 was used for the degree of polynomial, and m = 6 was used as the halfwidth of the smoothing window (Chen et al., 2004). After this process, a final time-series of LSWI is produced that smooths the
time-series, increases values in the LSWI time-series profile to approach the “true” LSWI time-series profile, and preserves sub-seasonal
fluctuations in LSWI.
2.5. Flash drought identification
Flash drought was identified via LSWI (referred to as FD_LSWI; Fig. 4) and SESR (referred to as FD_SESR) via a flash drought
identification methodology adopted from Christian et al. (2019a) which has previously been used for flash drought case studies (Basara
et al., 2019; Christian et al., 2020) and climatological analyses (Christian et al., 2019b; Osman et al., 2021). FD_SESR includes four
criteria, with two criteria emphasizing environmental impact and two additional criteria focused on the rapid rate of intensification
5
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Fig. 4. A flowchart of the FD_LSWI process for calculating LSWI including 1) masking, interpolation, and filtering, 2) identifying flash drought, and 3) removing noise.

toward drought. For SESR and the pentad-to-pentad change in SESR (referred to as ΔSESR), the criteria are summarized as:
1. a minimum length of 30 days
2. a final SESR value below the 20th percentile
3a. ΔSESR must be at or below the 40th percentile
3b. no more than one ΔSESR above the 40th percentile following a ΔSESR that meets criterion 3a
4. the mean change in SESR during the entire length of the flash drought must be less than the 25th percentile.
For all percentile values used in criteria 2 and 3, percentiles are utilized from the distribution of SESR and ΔSESR at local grid cells
(pixels) and specific time steps for all years available in the dataset. For criterion 4, percentiles are calculated from the distribution of
ΔSESR at local grid cells for time steps that are encompassed within the flash drought event.
Given the additional filtering and smoothing provided for LSWI, FD_LSWI uses a simplified version of the FD_SESR methodology
that uses only three criteria. In the updated methodology, criteria 1 and 2 remain the same, but criteria 3 and 4 are merged into a
6
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simplified criterion to identify the rapid intensification of drought. This refined methodology using LSWI and ΔLSWI (change in 8-day
periods of LSWI) is given as:
1. a minimum length of 32 days
2. a final LSWI value below the 20th percentile
3. ΔLSWI below the 25th percentile at each time step
A flash drought event ends when criteria 3 in FD_LSWI is no longer satisfied. Criteria 3 and 4 from the FD_SESR methodology can be
simplified to criterion 3 in the FD_LSWI as criteria 3 and 4 from FD_SESR were created to account for pentad-to-pentad volatility in the
SESR flash drought framework. With the smoothing technique from Chen et al. (2004) applied to LSWI, the conjunctive use of criteria 3
and 4 in FD_SESR are no longer needed, and can be reduced to a simple criterion to identify rapid drought development. In addition, a
minor modification is made to criterion 1 for LSWI. Because SESR is provided in pentads, criterion 1 is divisible by 5-day periods such
that a period of rapid drought intensification must be at least 6 total pentads long to qualify as a flash drought event. However, LSWI is
provided in 8-day composites. As such, It is also important to note that the flash drought development window between FD_SESR and
FD_LSWI may be offset by up to three days solely due to the discrepancy of temporal resolutions between FD_SESR (5-day periods) and
FD_LSWI (8-day periods). However, any temporal comparisons made in this study regarding flash drought are primarily focused on
multi-week differences between the two approaches (VI vs. evaporative stress), and timing differences due to in temporal resolution
(up to three days) are negligible.
2.6. Processing LSWI-derived flash drought
An artifact of high-resolution flash drought analysis using 500 m pixels is that sporadic pixels indicating rapid drought intensifi
cation create challenges in identifying coherent areas that display consistent and concurrent flash drought development. To illustrate
the impact of the masking process on flash drought identification, an example is shown from 2003 across Oklahoma (Fig. 5). Initial
results directly from the flash drought identification process reveal areas with various pixel densities displaying flash drought
occurrence but strong spatial coherence of flash drought remains difficult to determine (Fig. 5a).
To emphasize areas with the highest density of pixels identified with flash drought, a 20 km2 spatial box was first centered over
each pixel in the domain. A pixel was masked for flash drought development if the density of pixels with flash drought in the 20 km2
spatial box was less than 25% of all pixels contained in the spatial box. The 20 km2 size for the spatial box was selected to match similar
spatial resolutions in previous flash drought studies (e.g., 5 km–50 km; Basara et al., 2019, Christian et al., 2020, Koster et al., 2019,
Otkin and Coauthors, 2016, Zhang et al., 2018). The 25% threshold was selected to reduce some of the “noise” of flash drought
variability at high-resolution while still maintaining the broader signal of flash drought development. However, it is important to note
that lowering the density threshold (less than 25%) will reveal more flash drought pixels and subsequently more “noise”, while raising
the density threshold (more than 25%) will refine strong flash drought signals with the consequence of removing the broader flash
drought signal of occurrence.

Fig. 5. Illustration of flash drought processing for 2003. The top panel (a) shows flash drought pixels from the identification methodology and the bottom panel (b)
shows the regions undergoing flash drought development after masking out areas with a low density of pixels with flash drought.
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Following the noise removal process, the resulting spatial extent of flash drought development for 2003 across Oklahoma is shown
in Fig. 5b. Overall, a north-south swath of flash drought occurred across central Oklahoma, with flash drought occurrence later in the
growing season across far northeast Oklahoma. Ultimately, this process was used to reveal spatial signals in flash drought occurrence
that would otherwise be challenging to depict with raw, remotely-sensed flash drought data via LSWI (Fig. 5a).

Fig. 6. Time series of standardized LSWI and SESR during the growing season for 2011 for a grid cell in a) western Oklahoma, b) central Oklahoma, and c) eastern
Oklahoma. The darker shaded regions indicate the timing of flash drought depicted by FD_LSWI, while the lighter shaded regions indicate flash drought depicted by
FD_SESR. Location of grid cells are indicated on Fig. 8.
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3. Results
3.1. Temporal analysis of flash drought development
To examine the temporal evolution of flash drought identified by both FD_LSWI and FD_SESR during the growing season, three
NARR grid cells were selected across Oklahoma for 2011 and 2012 (Figs. 6 and 7). These grid cells represent samples from different
onset timings of rapid drought across Oklahoma. Further, the grid cells were chosen to coincide with locations where (1) FD_SESR was

Fig. 7. Time series of standardized LSWI and SESR during the growing season for 2012 for a grid cell in a) southern Oklahoma, b) central Oklahoma, and c) northern
Oklahoma. The darker shaded regions indicate the timing of flash drought depicted by FD_LSWI, while the lighter shaded regions indicate flash drought depicted by
FD_SESR. Location of grid cells are indicated on Fig. 10.
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identified and (2) a high density of pixels with FD_LSWI was identified (greater than 90% of land-based pixels identified with flash
drought within the FD_SESR grid cell). Time-series of LSWI were produced by averaging standardized LSWI from all pixels with the
modal start date within the grid cell. For the western, central, and eastern grid cells selected in 2011, the majority land cover type via
MODIS is grasslands, croplands, and grasslands, respectively. For 2012, the southern grid cell has a majority land cover type of sa
vannas, while the central and northern grid cells are primarily grasslands. In the NARR dataset, the three grid cells for 2011 and the
three grid cells for 2012 are all classified as croplands.
Prior to flash drought development across Oklahoma in 2011, standardized LSWI was above-normal for each grid cell examined
(Fig. 6). In contrast, SESR was below-normal for the western and central grid cells, and near-normal for the eastern grid cell. With
respect to flash drought onset, LSWI first began to rapidly decline in central Oklahoma in late March (Fig. 6b). Rapid decreases in LSWI
in western Oklahoma followed shortly thereafter with onset beginning in mid-April (Fig. 6a). Approximately 6–8 weeks after flash
drought development began in central and western Oklahoma, onset of flash drought initiated at the eastern Oklahoma locations
during late May (Fig. 6c). From the perspective of evaporative stress (SESR), flash drought began in early March for western and central
Oklahoma, and mid-May for eastern Oklahoma. As such, FD_SESR onset emerged 1–5 weeks prior to onset derived by FD_LSWI for the
grid cell locations. However, LSWI and SESR rapidly declined over the course of 4–6 weeks for all three locations and exhibited similar
changes in magnitude for the standardized values.
For all three grid cells across Oklahoma in 2012, standardized LSWI was well above-normal with values between 2 and 3 standard
deviation above the mean while SESR was slightly above-normal prior to flash drought development (Fig. 7). A notable result for the
2012 flash drought event was that the FD_LSWI onset of rapid drought intensification occurred 1–2 months prior to the rapid decrease
in evaporative stress evident for the southern and northern Oklahoma grid cell (Fig. 7a,c). The exception was associated with the
central Oklahoma grid cell, where SESR began to decrease approximately one week prior to a rapid decrease in standardized LSWI
(Fig. 7b). Overall, the length of time associated with rapid drought development from FD_LSWI was approximately 8 weeks for each of
the three grid cell locations, while FD_SESR was approximately 4 weeks for the southern and northern grid cell, and 8 weeks for the

Fig. 8. a) Timing of flash drought via FD_LSWI, b) timing of flash drought via FD_SESR, and c) and the difference in flash drought start date depicted by FD_LSWI and
FD_SESR for 2011. Gray grid cells indicate where flash drought was not identified from FD_LSWI or FD_SESR. The blue, purple, and green rectangles outline the grid
cells used for analysis in Fig. 6. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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central grid cell location.
3.2. Spatial analysis of flash drought development
To explore the spatial evolution of flash drought development, the month in which rapid drought intensification began was
identified from FD_LSWI and FD_SESR (Fig. 8a and b). The difference in flash drought start month was also calculated by finding the
modal start date of FD_LSWI flash drought from all pixels located in each NARR grid cell, then calculating the difference between the
FD_SESR start date and the modal FD_LSWI start date (Fig. 8c). During 2011, FD_LSWI displayed expansive development of rapid
drought intensification across most of Oklahoma (Fig. 8a). Further, flash drought initially developed in central Oklahoma during late
March, with westward propagation during late April/early May and eastern progression of rapid drought development during late
May/early June. Flash drought depicted by SESR displayed a spatiotemporal pattern similar to LSWI, with flash drought beginning in
March across central Oklahoma along with further development in west-central and eastern Oklahoma during May and June (Fig. 8b).
Overall, the start date for flash drought depicted by FD_SESR preceded the start from FD_LSWI across a large portion of Oklahoma,

Fig. 9. Spatiotemporal evolution of (a) standardized LSWI, (b) SESR, and (c) the USDM during the growing season for 2011. Gradients in color shading oriented along
the x-axis indicate a change in an index over time, while the spacing of the color shaded contours indicate the rate of change of an index over time (e.g., closer contours
indicate a more rapid change in that index). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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including the northwest, central, and southern areas of the state (Fig. 8c). However, FD_LSWI detected flash drought sooner than
FD_SESR in west central Oklahoma and far eastern Oklahoma.
To illustrate the propagation of flash drought development, spatiotemporal plots of LSWI, SESR, and the USDM are provided in
Fig. 9. For LSWI, SESR and the USDM, pixels and grid cells were averaged within 0.25◦ longitude swaths between 34◦ N and 37◦ N. The
final USDM value for each swath was computed as the average drought monitor category (values of 0 through 4 used for D0-D4; − 1
used for no drought). Flash drought development can be deduced by a strong negative gradient in values. Further, progression of flash
drought development can be determined by the slope of individual contours, with steep/vertical slopes indicating concurrent
development or rapid west/east propagation of drought, and relatively shallow slopes representing slower west/east propagation of
drought.
Between 98.5 and 97.5◦ W (central Oklahoma), initial flash drought development occurred in LSWI with a negative gradient in
LSWI values from late March to early May (Fig. 9a). The initial westward spread of flash drought is also evident from 98◦ W to 100◦ W.
Eastward spread of flash drought (east of 97.5◦ W) began after D3 drought conditions were reached in central Oklahoma in May
(Fig. 9c). However, flash drought developed mostly concurrently across eastern Oklahoma (indicated by the nearly vertical slope of the
contours and Fig. 9a) and drought intensification was very rapid with a 1.5 decline in standardized LSWI in less than 4 weeks (on
average) between 97 and 95◦ W (Fig. 9a).
SESR initially declined across the entirety of Oklahoma in March, but the greatest increase of evaporative stress is seen in central
Oklahoma (98–96.5◦ W; Fig. 9b) similar to LSWI (Fig. 9a). However, the rapid decrease in SESR began in early March, approximately
3–4 weeks prior to decreases noted in the standardized LSWI. After a respite in evaporative stress across eastern Oklahoma
(96.5–95◦ W) in late April and for a majority of Oklahoma in the middle of May (Fig. 9b), values of SESR declined very rapidly in
eastern Oklahoma during late May which was followed by a rapid desiccation of vegetation and soil water content in early June
(Fig. 9a).
The USDM indicated D1 and D2 drought across the majority of Oklahoma throughout March and early April (Fig. 9c). However,

Fig. 10. a) Timing of flash drought via FD_LSWI, b) timing of flash drought via FD_SESR, and c) and the difference in flash drought start date depicted by FD_LSWI and
FD_SESR for 2012. Gray grid cells indicate where flash drought was not identified from FD_LSWI or FD_SESR. The blue, purple, and green rectangles outline the grid
cells used for analysis in Fig. 7. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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unlike the central to western, then central to eastern progression of flash drought depicted by the standardized LSWI across Oklahoma,
the USDM shows a continuous, relatively slow west-to-east progression of drought conditions. A two-category degradation of the
USDM occurred in western Oklahoma between April and June, with a three-category degradation in central Oklahoma between early
June and mid-July and eastern Oklahoma from mid-June to late July. Overall, declines in LSWI preceded drought intensification
indicated from the USDM by 2–3 weeks.
For 2012, FD_LSWI shows rapid drought intensification occurring across most of Oklahoma with the exception of the Oklahoma
panhandle (Fig. 10a). Further, desiccation of land surface conditions began in late March in southern Oklahoma, then rapidly prop
agated northward, with the onset of flash drought in mid-April in central Oklahoma and May in northern Oklahoma. The south-tonorth progression of flash drought development is not evident via evaporative stress with FD_SESR yielding onset in April and May
in northeast Oklahoma, June in south central Oklahoma, and latter portions of the growing season in local areas across southeast and
northwest Oklahoma (Fig. 10b). Further, grid cells identified with FD_SESR were more sporadic across Oklahoma than FD_LSWI
(Fig. 10a and b). Unlike 2011, FD_LSWI identified flash drought earlier than FD_SESR across a majority of Oklahoma in 2012, excluding
a few grid cells in south central and east central Oklahoma (Fig. 10c).
Spatiotemporal plots of the 2012 flash drought across Oklahoma are shown in Fig. 11. To illustrate the south-to-north expansion of
rapid drought intensification, 0.25◦ latitude swaths of LSWI, SESR, and the USDM were analyzed between 100 and 94.5◦ W from the
southern to northern border of Oklahoma. The LSWI shows a rapid northward progression of flash drought development (Fig. 11a),
similar to results found in Fig. 10a. Following the strongest gradient of contours (standardized LSWI from 1 to − 1), rapid declines in
LSWI began in early April at 34◦ N (southern Oklahoma) and mid-to late April around 37◦ N (northern Oklahoma). The slope of the
gradient indicates that a 2–3 week lag existed for flash drought onset from south to north.
Results from SESR indicate a more complicated spatiotemporal pattern during the 2012 flash drought (Fig. 11b). During the rapid
decline of LSWI in April, SESR remained near normal and did not begin to rapidly decline until June in central Oklahoma. After this
time period, decreases in SESR expanded toward the southern and northern portions of Oklahoma, with the onset of flash drought
lagging 2–3 weeks behind the timing of onset in central Oklahoma. Further, it is important to note that the time period of flash drought
development depicted by SESR was temporally aligned with LSWI transitioning toward values that were well below average (Fig. 11a
and b).
For most of the spring, the USDM indicated no drought conditions across a majority of Oklahoma (Fig. 11c). This was contem
poraneous with well above average LSWI and near normal SESR between mid-March and late April. Abnormally dry conditions started
to first appear in late May, then rapidly intensified toward D3 and D4 drought by early August. Similar to SESR, USDM did not identify

Fig. 11. Spatiotemporal evolution of (a) standardized LSWI, (b) SESR, and (c) the USDM during the growing season for 2012. Gradients in color shading oriented
along the x-axis indicate a change in an index over time, while the spacing of the color shaded contours indicate the rate of change of an index over time (e.g., closer
contours indicate a more rapid change in that index). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
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drought conditions until standardized LSWI decreased below 0 and reached D1 conditions in central and far southern Oklahoma
approximately 1–2 weeks before the northern portion of Oklahoma. However, the slightly non-vertical slope of the contours between
D0 and D2 indicate a rapid progression of drought conditions from central Oklahoma (35.5◦ N) to northern Oklahoma (36.5–37◦ N).
4. Discussion
4.1. Utility of FD_LSWI for flash drought identification
With over two decades of MODIS data, a novel opportunity is available to analyze flash drought development using satellite remote
sensing observations from a climatological perspective as many flash drought identification methodologies use percentile-based ap
proaches for flash drought detection (Christian et al., 2019a; Ford and Labosier, 2017; Osman et al., 2021; Yuan et al., 2019). As such, a
sufficiently long dataset is required to increase percentile resolution for analysis. The 20 years of MODIS data provides a 5-percentile
resolution for each 8-day period, which is adequate to delineate percentiles that meet the flash drought criteria in a modified iden
tification framework via the FD_SESR methodology. Given this period of record for MODIS, an objective analysis of flash drought using
satellite observations is possible for the first time within the scientific literature.
In this study, FD_LSWI was shown to represent flash drought development for case studies across Oklahoma during 2011 and 2012.
Preexisting drought conditions were evident in the winter of 2011 with a majority of Oklahoma in D1 and D2 drought by early March
(Fig. 12). In addition, the growing season during 2011 was much drier and warmer than usual (Tadesse et al., 2015; Tian and Quiring
2019) which increased the likelihood of flash drought development (Otkin et al., 2013). Following the dry winter period, FD_LSWI
identified flash drought development in three distinct areas and timeframes. Central Oklahoma was the first area to undergo rapid
drought intensification in late March and expanded upon longer term drought from western Oklahoma (Figs. 8a and 9c). Afterward,
flash drought onset occurred across western Oklahoma in April and eastern Oklahoma in late May (Fig. 8a). The development of flash
drought in three separate clusters can be loosely inferred from evaporative stress derived from a combination of land surface and
atmospheric conditions (Fig. 8b) but is much more evident in the land-surface moisture-based LSWI (Fig. 8a). As such, approaches for
flash drought detection using vegetation indices may provide a clearer spatial evolution of flash drought development from an
impact-based perspective compared to indices that incorporate atmospheric conditions (i.e., evaporative demand).
The 2012 event across the central United States was initially marked by temperatures that were well above normal during the late
winter and early spring (Jin et al., 2019) and led to an early green-up of vegetation (Ault et al., 2013). This green-up is strongly evident
in the LSWI across Oklahoma, with standardized LSWI values exceeding 2 standard deviations above the mean (Fig. 11a). However, the
early buildup of vegetation had consequences on the water cycle, with significant increases in evapotranspiration and rapid depletion
of soil moisture (Wolf et al. 2016). While the impact of enhanced land surface desiccation is not observed with evaporative stress until
June (Fig. 11b), the LSWI shows an early response in April indicating a reduction of vegetative and near surface moisture (Fig. 11a).
Part of this early response is attributed to well above-average vegetative conditions in the early spring. Without exceptional amounts of
rainfall to maintain the high positive anomaly in vegetation, a portion of time associated with the rapid decrease in LSWI in April and
early May is the response of vegetative conditions returning to a normal state with respect to climatology. However, the LSWI ulti
mately provided additional information about the risk of flash drought development given the increased requirement of precipitation
and soil moisture needed to maintain the anomalous state of vegetation health.
In prior studies that investigated flash drought occurrence, datasets with coarser grids (e.g., 5 km–50 km) are generally used to
identify regions with rapid drought development (Basara et al., 2019; Christian et al., 2020; Koster et al., 2019; Otkin and Coauthors,
2016; Zhang et al., 2018). However, LSWI and other high-resolution VIs may be better suited for investigating the drivers of flash
drought development and propagation such as land-atmosphere interactions. For example, the LSWI could be used to explore the
relationship between fine-scale flash drought development and sensible heat advection for the propagation of drought and flash
drought characteristics (Schumacher et al., 2019). Further, utilizing LSWI or a similar VI with a high spatial resolution may provide a
better understanding of the role of land-atmosphere coupling in flash drought development (Wakefield et al., 2019; Basara et al.,
2019).
4.2. Evaluation of FD_LSWI with drought impact
In addition to capturing rapid drought development, two key characteristics of any metric used for flash drought analysis is the
ability to 1) identify drought conditions and 2) provide early warning for impending drought. Overall, the desiccation of land surface

Fig. 12. The spatial coverage of the USDM categories across Oklahoma in 2011. Drought expanded and intensified in the early and middle portion of the growing
season, with peak coverage and intensity in August and September.
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conditions depicted by the LSWI aligns with drought conditions shown via the USDM for both the 2011 and 2012 case. In 2011,
standardized LSWI values decreased from 0 to − 1.5 across Oklahoma, with corresponding increases in USDM drought categories from
D1 to D4 in western and central Oklahoma, and the absence of drought to D3 drought in eastern Oklahoma (Fig. 9a,c). Likewise,
standardized LSWI values decreased from 2 to − 1.5 for the 2012 flash drought event across Oklahoma (Fig. 11a). The USDM showed
similar drought evolution, with land surface conditions deteriorating from no drought and D0 to D3/D4 across the state (Fig. 11c).
LSWI was also able to provide early warning for the rapid intensification toward drought conditions experienced across Oklahoma.
For the 2011 event, flash drought development in central and western Oklahoma corresponded with the increasing spatial extent in
drought conditions during the month of April (Figs. 8a and 12). However, flash drought development that occurred over the eastern
third of land area across Oklahoma (Fig. 8a) is strongly evident, with rapid drought intensification in June preceding D4 drought
conditions that developed across a majority of Oklahoma in by the end of July (Fig. 12). FD_LSWI also provided a notable lead time for
drought development during the 2012 flash drought event (Fig. 13). Rapid drought intensification occurred during the months of April
and May across Oklahoma as noted by the LSWI, but degradation in USDM categories did not begin until June and July (Figs. 10a and
13).
Overall, LSWI has not only been found to represent drought development and intensity (Bajgain et al., 2017, Wagle and Coauthors,
2014; Zhou and Coauthors, 2017, Figs. 9 and 11), but has also been shown in this study to have a high sensitivity to rapidly developing
drought conditions (Figs. 6 and 7). As such, LSWI has the ability to depict drought and flash drought, and provide early warning for
drought impacts identified via the USDM over Oklahoma. In addition, LSWI may have similar utility associated with flash drought
identification over different land cover types in regions outside the Southern Great Plains, but future research is needed to explore the
ability of the LSWI in flash drought depiction over other regions.
4.3. Comparison between FD_LSWI and FD_SESR
The spatial and temporal differences in flash drought identified via FD_LSWI and FD_SESR can be attributed to analysis technique
and the fundamental drivers of LSWI and SESR. The first aspect is associated with the filtering technique applied to the LSWI time
series. While LSWI was smoothed with the Savitzky-Golay filter, the SESR time series was unfiltered and has notable fluctuations
between pentads (Figs. 6 and 7). These fluctuations are due to the fact that SESR is largely influenced by variables that can vary
significantly from pentad-to-pentad (e.g., temperature, vapor pressure deficit, solar insolation). While moderation periods were
included in the flash drought identification methodology for FD_SESR to account for these variations (Christian et al., 2019a), the
methodology may be unable to capture flash drought in areas with large variations in SESR spanning multiple pentads, even if the
overall trend of SESR is rapidly decreasing. As such, non-contiguous grid cells of flash drought identified with FD_SESR (Figs. 8b and
10b) may be associated with this variability and may be mitigated by smoothing the SESR time series with a filtering method such as
the Savitzky-Golay filter.
Additionally, the timing of flash drought via FD_LSWI and FD_SESR often overlapped (Figs. 6 and 7). However, FD_LSWI generally
detected flash drought onset before FD_SESR across Oklahoma in 2012 (Fig. 10c), while FD_SESR identified flash drought onset before
FD_LSWI in 2011 (Fig. 8c). This difference can be attributed to the primary drivers of LSWI and SESR. LSWI represents the total water
content in vegetation, and rapidly declining LSWI is indicative of deteriorating land surface conditions. In contrast, SESR is driven by
the magnitude of ET and PET. ET corresponds to moisture at the land surface, while PET measures the atmospheric demand for surfacebased moisture. In the case of 2011, the growing season was warmer than usual (Tadesse et al., 2015; Tian and Quiring 2019) such that
flash drought was primarily driven by enhanced PET. An example of this is shown for the western Oklahoma grid cell (Fig. 14a). While
vegetative conditions improved initially with enhanced PET (Fig. 6a; Fig. 14a), FD_SESR detected the initial PET increase as flash
drought onset, providing early warning for flash drought with respect to FD_LSWI. The 2012 flash drought event across Oklahoma
provides an example of when the decline of vegetation health is advantageous for flash drought early warning. With vegetative
conditions well above-average during the spring (Fig. 7), ET was able to meet the atmospheric demand for moisture at the land surface
(Fig. 14b) such that the ratio between ET and PET (SESR) remained near-normal through April and May (Fig. 7a). Only after vegetation
conditions started to decline to values well below normal in June did PET start to rapidly increase with an associated decrease in ET.
This resulted in flash drought identification via FD_SESR in June, while FD_LSWI, detected rapid drought intensification beginning in
early April. While the results and analysis are limited to the response of LSWI in Oklahoma, FD_LSWI may be advantageous for early
warning in flash drought monitoring, especially when vegetative conditions are above normal. This suggests the importance of

Fig. 13. The spatial coverage of the USDM categories across Oklahoma in 2012. Drought expanded and intensified in June and July, with peak coverage and intensity
reached by August and September.
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Fig. 14. Standardized ET and standardized PET from NARR for the western Oklahoma grid cell in 2011 (location of the grid cell on Fig. 8) and for the southern
Oklahoma grid cell in 2012 (location of the grid cell on Fig. 10). The darker shaded regions indicate the timing of flash drought depicted by FD_LSWI, while the lighter
shaded regions indicate flash drought depicted by FD_SESR.

considering vegetation and other land surface characteristics in flash drought detection and forecasting.
As an artifact of the smoothing procedure for LSWI using the Savitzky-Golay filter, it became possible to simplify the four criteria
from the FD_SESR methodology. Specifically, the two criteria from FD_SESR that were used to capture rapid intensification (criteria 3
and 4) were reduced to a single criterion (criterion 3 in the updated methodology presented in this study). Overall, the smoothing
procedure used for VIs not only allowed for a simplified flash drought identification methodology, but improved the ability to
objectively capture flash drought by eliminating noise from the time-series. As such, using the Savitzky-Golay filtering technique in
conjunction with the simplified methodology presents an updated version to the FD_SESR methodology. While the methodology
presented in this study was used for a VI (LSWI), such an approach can also be used with other datasets and variables to improve flash
drought identification.
4.4. Limitations
Some notable limitations exist in the analysis and when using satellite data with flash drought analysis. First, this study explores
FD_LSWI for two case studies (2011 and 2012) over a relatively small area (the state of Oklahoma). While Oklahoma contains a diverse
range of ecosystems and provided a solid foundation to explore the utility of FD_LSWI in flash drought identification, future work
should further explore the ability of FD_LSWI across different geographic regions, land cover types, and climate regions. Second, this
study compared FD_LSWI to evaporative stress derived flash drought from NARR and drought depicted by the USDM. Future research
should compare FD_LSWI to other flash drought metrics/datasets and drought indicators to investigate FD_LSWI and its utility in flash
drought monitoring and drought early warning.
Regarding satellite data, observations from satellite remote sensing are prone to missing data due to cloud coverage. While the
procedure used in this study provided nearly 100% data coverage across Oklahoma, other geographic locations may have a higher
frequency of cloud coverage. If data availability is not near 100% after an appropriate gap-filling technique is used, flash drought
analysis may be hindered by clouds. However, cloud coverage and resulting cloud masks with MODIS data should be fairly limited in
flash drought scenarios. This is fundamentally due to an increase in PET during flash drought development, which is often associated
with increased solar insolation due to a lack of clouds. In addition to interpolation, Aqua MODIS data can be incorporated with the
Terra MODIS data to increase the data availability. The second limitation is the inability to categorize flash droughts by their rate of
intensification towards drought. A unique ability of some flash drought identification methodologies is to categorize the rate of
intensification during flash drought (Christian et al., 2019a, Otkin and Coauthors, 2021), similar to how the USDM categorizes drought
by severity (Svoboda and Coauthors, 2002). However, the accurate classification of flash drought intensity (rate of intensification)
requires a higher resolution of percentiles, which is only possible once several decades of data are available from a given dataset. While
intensity categorization was not possible in this study, percentile resolution will improve as the length of satellite observations pro
gresses with time.
5. Conclusions
This study explored the utility of a satellite-based vegetation index (LSWI) for flash drought identification for two cases studies of
rapid drought intensification across Oklahoma (the years 2011 and 2012). A critical result of this analysis was that FD_LSWI was able
to depict the spatial and temporal evolution flash drought as an individual metric. Further, FD_LSWI was able to reveal spatial
propagation of flash drought events not otherwise seen with coarser meteorological data (e.g., reanalysis data), and was able to
provide early warning for drought conditions depicted by the USDM for two case studies across Oklahoma. Because LSWI yields in
formation on vegetative water content such that land surface impact can be directly inferred from the index, LSWI has the ability to
simultaneously quantify rapid drought intensification and represent drought conditions and provide a critically important perspective
of flash drought development, in addition to other variables used for flash drought identification (e.g., evaporative stress and soil
moisture).
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Future work should continue to explore the utility of LSWI and other vegetation indices with flash drought identification. While the
LSWI performed well in flash drought analysis with the primary land cover types in the localized study domain across Oklahoma
(cultivated areas, grasslands, forests), further studies should examine the use of FD_LSWI over different regions. High-resolution flash
drought identification derived from LSWI also expands research opportunities to explore fine-scale relationships between rapid
drought intensification and land-atmosphere interactions. In addition, individual variables and metrics have unique benefits in flash
drought identification (e.g., vegetation indices, evaporative stress, and soil moisture). However, composite indices should be inves
tigated in future work to improve the identification of flash drought and enhance the lead time on rapidly deteriorating drought
conditions.
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